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OUR NEW EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CELEBRATING A YEAR IN KEISKAMMA
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treat. At the meeting we entertained an internal report on the
state of the organization. We also
discussed very important policies
Keiskamma Trust is a well-oiled
related to staff wellness and retiremachine whose accomplishments ment plans. My colleague Janet
do not cease. Last year we had a
Watts led a beautiful outward
clean finance audit opinion for the looking account. She started an
financial year 2017/18. This is a
ongoing discussion about our
period when our former Executive “theory of change”. The key isDirector, Thabang Meslane, was in
office. Although this report came
after he left (31 March 2018), it
bears a good testimony about his
legacy, the quality of the team and
leadership the Trust has had,
I cannot believe that already a
year has passed since I joined the
Keiskamma Trust team,

are committed this year to seeing
a positive change in our community which is achieved by a network
of organizations with ourselves
playing our small part in a bigger
picture.

I am energized as I think about of
what lies ahead. Currently we are
raising funds for community empowerment through skills development. To this end, the Education
Programme is in a process of applying for accreditation of our
computer training programme, as
well as, purchasing a property for
our computer resource centre. The
As a new comer, I was impressed
Health Programme is also attemptby the manner and maturity a diffiing to get accreditation for First
culty proposal to release the MuAid and Community Homebased
sic Academy to be established as
Care Training with relevant SETAs,
ZUKO GABELA
an independent entity from the
Music Academy is already accredEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Keiskamma Trust was handled. It
ited as a training programme. Last
gave evidence of a good organizabut not least, the Art Project it is
tional culture, a healthy communi- sues that emerged during the dis- still empowering the community
cussion of our “theory of change” through skills training, as well as,
cation system, open mindedness
and creative thinking. We are not was that as an organization, we are creating job opportunities by cona relaxed static movement; we are a limited resource; Keiskamma
necting the artists to the markets.
constantly thinking of better ways Trust cannot do everything conseThank you for your continued supquently, we must focus on core
of serving the rural communities
programmes and partner with oth- port.
of eNgqushwa (Peddie).
ers for the greater good on issues
In September 2018, we held a
beyond of our competencies. We
Management and Senior Staff ReVolume 1, Issue 1
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KEISKAMMA ART PROJECT

NEW LEADERSHIP IN ART IS LOOKING FORWARD TO A NEW PRODUCT RANGE

The art project has had a slow start
at the beginning 2018 but ultimately very successful year. What is exciting is the fact the project has
moved closer to being managed by
members who have been groomed
and trained within the Keiskamma
Trust.

Art works in Mount Nelson Hotel cape town

2018 FADA ALUMNI ART EXHIBITION HONOURED
DR CAROL HOFMEYR
Dr Carol Hofmeyr had a personal retrospective at University of Johannesburg in July which showcased Keiskamma
work from the last 18 years
This was very well received and resulted in increased art
sales in Johannesburg and an entry into the prestigious
Melrose Arches Gallery which has already sold one of our
large works. We were also contacted by an interior design company and commissioned to make three large
works for the Mount Nelson Hotel in Cape Town which
were very successful
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Due to the support of Ashanti golden economy, the art project was
able to buy new machines and hold
training workshops.

We held two training workshops in
2018, to look at new and better
products and the use of better quality material with expert trainers. A
Due to staff issues and a financial
third workshop in screen printing
crisis in May, Dr Carol Hofmeyr
onto fabric was held in collaboracame back full-time as overall art
tion with the Imbali Art Education
manager to try and help in the inproject from Johannesburg. This
terim. Later, the art project gained will improve our designs and offer
some stability and currently she has a range of printed fabric to our clihanded the reins to Cebo Mvubu.
ents.
The art project also hired Trevor
In 2019 we have the support of the
Acton, an experienced retail shop German based charity, LemonAid,
manager to assist and mentor our
who are supporting us in trying to
shop management staff. We believe improve our products and thus
we have now put good systems in
sales and salaries of all our staff.
place so that we will be able to
keep a close watch on our finances We begin 2019 on a very positive
note with a target of increasing our
and sales and stock needed
sales by 50%

Landscapes for
Keiskamma Canada
exhibition
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KEISKAMMA MUSIC ACADEMY

SEVEN STUDENTS PASSED WITH DISTICTIONS

STORIES OF ACADEMY STUDENTS

A number of the Keiskamma Music
Academy students were entered for
external practical evaluations in
2018. Two of our senior students
through the Associated Board of the
Royal School of Music (ABRSM) and
seven through the Trinity College
of Music.

Aviwe Nkani matriculated in Hamburg in 2016 and returned to the
Academy as a student teacher/intern in 2018. He is a huge asset
to the Academy and a leader of our
student teacher programme, which
has provided an income for 9 of our
current and past students during
2018.

The seven Trinity students passed
with distinction and the ABRSM students passed well. We are very
proud of their achievements! These
students will receive internationally
recognized certificates of achievement in their instruments and practical ability.
Internal practical exams for our
younger students took place on 24
November 2018. We invited our former Head of Music, Anthony Drake,
to adjudicate these internal exams
and he was extremely impressed
with the standard of our students.
We will be entering more students
in the UNISA exams through the
UNISA Foundation, Trinity and
ABRSM in 2019. This is a good evaluation of the quality of teaching at
the Academy.
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Performing in oxford—December 2017 UK tour
The Keiskamma Music Academy is working on creating partnerships
internationally, nationally as well as locally in the area of the Eastern
Cape. It has therefore started to work more closely with the Access
Music Project (AMP) based in Grahamstown/Makana. This relationship has benefited our work a lot; we planning to put a joint funding
application soon.

Thabo Ngoxo was to commence his
second year BA in Music, Anthropology and Psychology at Rhodes
in 2017, but is interrupting this studies for a year and going to Germany
via AFS with the German developing program "Weltwärts". He
passed his first year well in 2017,
but due to an unfortunate mistake
by NSFAS his funding for 2018 was
compromised and so he chose to
take this gap year. He will continue
with his second year B Mus at
Rhodes in 2019.

Thabiso Ngoxo; passed his first
year BA in Music, Anthropology and
Psychology at Rhodes in 2017, is
continuing with his second year in
2018. Thabiso is also teaching music part time at the Ncopho Development Project in Cathcart.
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KEISKAMMA EDUCATION PROGRAMME

DIGITAL EDUCATION AT BELL PRIMARY SCHOOL
Pilot Project on digital education was initiated eTuwa, Bell Primary School.
Keiskamma Trust provided two dry erase whiteboards, data projectors, and
Interactive Whiteboard system to be used in addition to the laptops provided
by the Department of Education for school teachers.

Bell Primary School will now be using Digital equipment from grade 2 – 7
making it the first school eNgqushwa, Peddie Local Municipality to go digital.
Thanks to the generosity of the Keiskamma Canada Foundation.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMME
Maths clubs
Althea Hofmeyr guided Afterschool care teachers during
the initial face-to face training sessions and conducted follow-up visits to enable Afterschool care to start teaching
Back to Basics mathematics at Hamburg and Bodium Primary Schools. The maths club assisted many learners to grasp
key mathematics concepts in support of their school work,

Creative Development

Forty three (43) teachers from nine (9) primary schools in the South Peddie area
of Eastern Cape attended ICT workshop organized by Keiskamma Trust in partnership with Amathole West District, Department of Education 04-08 June 2018
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Creative development comprise reading, poetry, drama
and dance. These components are well combined for
young learners to playfully learn languages and build self
esteem and confidence. We are working in partnership
with communities of Hamburg, Lovers’ Twist and Mgababa.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT
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KEISKAMMA HEALTH PROGRAMME

Through our Home Based Care program,
we have managed to ensure adherence to
HIV/AIDS treatment during home visits.
Unavailability of ambulances is a serious
challenge in the Eastern Cape. Keiskamma
Trust has bridged the gap and provided the
most reliable patient transport to assist the
vulnerable people in our rural villages. We
assist with patient transport on Tuesday and
Wednesday to hospitals such Frere Hospital, Makhiwane and Nompumelelo. Sometimes, emergency transportation whenever
there is an urgent need.

Picture left: Yantle Kulati receiving wheel chair

Picture on top: at Mgababa girls receiving sanitary pads

The Wellness Wagon has managed to reach more than 6727 children in Primary Schools
and Day Care Centres in rural communities of eNgqushwa (Peddie). We have partnered
with 6 clinics and our local hospital. We made 461 referrals and most cases were resolved;
furthermore, we have provided 2000 sanitary pads to girls.
We assisted successfully 50 children with no proper identity documents, through our assistance their mothers were able to get identity documents and children are now receiving
social grants. We also referred a number of cases of children who were raped to Department of Social Development for further intervention, this is after discovering that most of
these rape cases, they were not properly investigated or managed well thus, by so doing
we have provided relief and facilitated counselling to abused children.
We are grateful for the Starfish Foundation who has financed our Wellness Wagon in 2018
Volume 1, Issue 1
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KEISKAMMA BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Dear Partner,
On behalf of the Keiskamma Board of Trustees, I would like express our greatest gratitude to the sponsors and supporters of the Trust, the local community and our staff members, it is not a cliché without
you we could not have achieved any of the success reported on this annual report.
The Keiskamma Trust is well-positioned in the heart of the rural community of Hamburg as an agent of
skills development promoting self-reliance. Together, we are empowering the rural villages with relevant skills to make a living, consequently the ripple effect of our investments are huge.
Consistent to our vision of building healthy communities in all respects, doing our best to impart skills
that enables the local community to be economically independent and self-reliant. Once again, I would
like to invite you to support our capital project for this financial year, we are planning to buy the
Vulindlela Building, we are short of R500 000 (40’000 US Dollars). This building will be used as a Computer Resource Center in the village.
As a motivation to support the project, it is needless for me to elaborate on the impact of the 4 th Industrial Revolution and the importance of computer skills (digital education) in today’s age.

The building will be used as a hub for computer training, online support center for learners in the local
schools; as well as, an Internet Café.
We have made it easy and manageable to donate. We need 10’000 supporters giving R50 to raise
R500’000, in other words, we need 10’000 bricks at 4 US Dollars to raise a total 40’000 US Dollars.
Would you be kind to pledge and donate any number of bricks you can afford?
Partner with us in imparting skills to the community, donate a brick!
Find our banking and contact details at the back of this annual report,
Looking forward to a growing partnership in 2019,
Regards
Mpumi Fundam
Board Chair
Keiskamma Trust
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LIST OF KEY SUPPORTERS BETWEEN MARCH 2018
FEBRUARY 2019
Music :

Anonymous International Donor
Periwinkle Trust
Samro
Eastern Cape Education Trust
Desmond Leech Trust

Art :

Rand Merchant Bank

BANKING DETAILS

Rupert Music Foundation

Name:

Keiskamma Trust

National Art Council

Bank institution:

First National Bank

Anglo Ashanti Gold

Bank Code:

211021

Keiskamma Canada Foundation

Account Number:

620 599 660 97

Lemonaid & ChariTea eV
Education :

Keiskamma Canada Foundation
Starfish Foundation

Health :

Department of Health

CONTACT DETAILS
Tel/Fax:

040 678 1177

Email:

enquiries@keiskamma.org

Website:

http://keiskamma.com

Stephen Lewis Foundation
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Mr. Mpumi Fundam (Chairperson), Dr Carol Hofmeyr
(founder), Mr. Andrew Hofmeyr (Deputy Chair), Mr. Sisa
Ntlango (Treasurer), Mrs Novuyani Peyi, and Mr Zuko Gabela
(Executive Director)
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